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Reference: PSE3EL01BISM01-L
EAN13: 8050997283506

            

E-Snake EIVA Portable outdoor lamp IP65 with 3 lights
Finish: White
Light bulb: With bulb

Description

Spring and summer are finally at the door, as your family and friends will soon be when you can finally go back to
hosting outdoor dinners and other parties and gatherings. Of course alone time is also sacred, so great outdoor
illumination can help you snuggle up on your patio with your dog and a good book. This lamp can also be moved at
your pleasing, based on the your moods and wants.

This lamp was constructed with lamp holder and joints from the EIVA system, specifically designed by Creative-Cables
for outdoor use. All components have an IP65 protection degree, are water and rain resistant, and come with a
neoprene cable with textile covering and a Schuko plug for outdoor use. From the terrace to the patio, from the wooded
area near your mountain cabin to the trailer on the beach: go where your heart takes you.

Please note: the IP65 protection degree is only guaranteed with A60, ST64, G95 and G125 shaped lightbulbs (constantly
updating) and the EIVA lamp holder was exclusively designed to hold glass LED lightbulbs.

Patented by Creative-Cables, these lamps are designed and assembled in Italy. They are tested and CE certified from
independent facilities based on rigorous norms.
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Looking for different colours and measurements? Click the customize button.

Data Sheet

Total measurements:

Length: 270 cm
Height: 105 cm

The lamp is composed by:

2x1,00 neoprene cable for outdoors
3 x lamp holder EIVA in black thermoplastic pre-filled with isolating gel; E27; protection degree: IP65;
certifications: CE; made in Italy
3 x Elegant lamp holder cup in silicone soft touch: ø 60 mm, Height 105 mm
2x EIVA-3, 3-way connection for outdoors in thermoplastic pre-filled with isolating gel; protection degree: IP65
1 x Schuko plug for EIVA System: cable clamp with quick clamping screw MAX 3G2,5 H07RN-F; nominal
tension: 16A; protection degree: IP44; poles: 2P

The lightbulbs are:

for white rose and lamp holder [DL700177]: LED; G95; glass copper half sphere; 7W; 806 Lm; 2700K; E27; E; diameter
95mm; Height 140mm; dimmable
for ice grey lamp holder and rose [DL700176]: LED; G95; glass silver half sphere; 7W; 806 Lm; 2700K; E27; E; diameter
95mm; Height 140mm; dimmable
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